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m.f.husain was born in daulatpur, rajasthan in 1908. husain lived and worked in delhi. during his career he
made many paintings on the most famous personality in india mother teresa of kolkata. this painting is a

classical example of his. mother teresa is placed on the prayer mat in middle with her two hands, the right
hand going to the goddess, while the left hands held a child. her other hand is stretched to the hindu deity

shiva. the red lining in the mat identifies the prayer of mother teresa. the dominant colours of this painting are
the dark blue, mustard yellow, light blue, yellow and pink. mohd.fidat hussain was born on 12 july, 1915 at
pandharpur, maharashtra. in 1940, he started painting. he was influenced by indian mythology and avant-

garde movements and european modernism. he is referred to as the greatest indian artist. m.f.husain
exhibited in paris, new york, london, tokyo, berkeley, california, etc. and also in india. he was a versatile artist,

painter, draughtsman, musician, illustrator and writer. in 1957, he was awarded the president's gold medal.
the last years of his life, he spent in remote locations like bengal hill station, dehradun, kausani, mumbai,

siddhartha ghats and kasol. he died in kasol on 12 september, 1997 at the age of 90. he is credited with having
revived indian painting in the 20th century. his painting exhibited in modern art museum, new delhi, organised
an exhibition on his painterly oeuvre. since then, m.husain's works have formed the core of the indian painting

gallery. he made a huge influence in india's art history and his influence is still seen today.
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the designs by kpm have been an
integral part of their product

range for years. they have been
awarded prestigious accolades for

their timeless jewellery,
showcasing their rich and varied

artistic portfolio. kpm are a
leading luxury jeweller and a

respected brand with an excellent
reputation for high quality

jewellery and their craftsmen and
designers boast a long and
illustrious history spanning
multiple decades. kpm offer
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stunning pearl engagement rings,
stunning diamond engagement

rings and more exquisite jewellery
such as wedding jewellery and
bridal jewellery for that special

occasion. learn more about kpm
with their collections, the latest
news and future kpm jewellery.

you can also get school and
government job alerts and market
trends instantly on telegram with
our free trial. follow our channel
and you will get updates in no

time. get started and send your
first message for free. join now!
innovativeness is a continuous

process. students usually search
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for answers regarding to how to
progress in their career in their

own way and consequently, they
devise new ideas. it is very

common and normal among all
students to come up with

innovative strategies to better
their grades.a vast quantity of

ideas and creative solutions are
anticipated from the process of

daily routine. any innovation helps
students to wake up early in the
morning, thereby, contributes to

the mental and physical well-
being of students. essentially, in
the present scenario, a student is

involved in a competitive
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environment. in line with this, a
student should, therefore, be a

very good innovator. to enhance
their achievements in the field of

innovation, the student has to
develop these skills from a young

age. some students are highly
innovative and others turn away
from this concept. 5ec8ef588b
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